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Abstract
This paper describes the statistical machine
translation system built by the MLLP re-
search group of Universitat Politècnica de
València for the German→English news trans-
lation shared task of the EMNLP 2018
Third Conference on Machine Translation
(WMT18). We used an ensemble of Trans-
former architecture–based neural machine
translation systems. To train our system under
“constrained” conditions, we filtered the pro-
vided parallel data with a scoring technique us-
ing character-based language models, and we
added parallel data based on synthetic source
sentences generated from the provided mono-
lingual corpora.
1 Introduction
In this paper we describe the statistical ma-
chine translation (SMT) system built by the
MLLP research group of Universitat Politècnica
de València for the German→English news trans-
lation shared task of the EMNLP 2018 Third Con-
ference on Machine Translation (WMT18).
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) has made
great advances over the last few years, and in par-
ticular it has come to outperform Phrase-Based
Machine Translation (PBMT) and PBMT-NMT
combinations in the most recent WMT shared
news translation tasks (Bojar et al., 2016, 2017).
Taking this into account, we decided to build an
NMT system taking as a basis the Transformer ar-
chitecture, which has been shown to provide state-
of-the-art SMT results while requiring relatively
short times to train (Vaswani et al., 2017).
Apart from the SMT system itself, we also de-
scribe our work on parallel-corpus preprocessing
and filtering, an aspect which has gained impor-
tance in WMT18 with the addition of the much
larger and noisier parallel corpus ParaCrawl. Re-
garding data augmentation, we report as well how
we extended the provided parallel dataset with
data based on synthetic source sentences gener-
ated from the provided target-language monolin-
gual corpora (in compliance with this shared task’s
“constrained” conditions).
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
we outline the data preparation techniques that
were used (corpus preprocessing, corpus filtering,
and data augmentation with synthetic source sen-
tences); Section 3 shows the architecture and pa-
rameters of our NMT system and our system com-
bination; in Section 4, we report our experiments
and results (including on data preparation and on
final system evaluation); and we draw our final
conclusions in Section 5.
2 Data preparation
In this section, we describe the techniques
that we used to prepare the provided WMT18
German↔English data (parallel and monolingual)
to improve our SMT system results: corpus pre-
processing (Section 2.1), corpus filtering (Sec-
tion 2.2) and parallel data augmentation with syn-
thetic source sentences (Section 2.3).
Corpus preprocessing and filtering has acquired
a new relevance in WMT18, due to the addition of
the new ParaCrawl parallel corpus, which sextu-
plicates the amount of German↔English parallel
data that was available in WMT17 and previous
editions: there are approx. 36 million sentence
pairs in ParaCrawl, versus approx. 6 million in the
rest of the parallel corpora (for a total sum of ap-
prox. 42 million sentence pairs in the full WMT18
training data). This is illustrated in Table 1, which
summarizes the number of sentences of each cor-
pus in the provided parallel dataset.
While the large size of the ParaCrawl paral-
lel corpus makes it a valuable resource for sys-
tem training in WMT18, it is much noisier than
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Table 1: Size by corpus of the WMT18 parallel dataset
Corpus Sentences (M)
News Commentary v13 0.3





the rest of the WMT corpora. By noise here
we mean misaligned sentences, wrong languages,
meaningless sentences. . . ; that is, sentence pairs
which hinder system training for the purpose of
German→English translation. In our experiments,
we have observed that preprocessing and filtering
the ParaCrawl corpus is necessary in order to make
it useful as training data with the goal of increasing
translation quality. In fact, using the ParaCrawl
corpus “as is”, we not only did not find any im-
provement in translation quality, but we even ob-
served a degradation in all metrics of quality (as
we will detail in Section 4.2).
Regarding data augmentation, the usage of rele-
vant in-domain monolingual data has been shown
to be important in order to improve NMT sys-
tem results (Sennrich et al., 2016a). The provided
WMT18 dataset contains large amounts of mono-
lingual data which we can take advantage of to in-
crease system accuracy. This fact led us to use
these monolingual resources to generate additional
synthetic data from target-language sentences.
2.1 Corpus preprocessing
Our preprocessing was done as suggested by the
WMT18 organization (WMT18 organizers, 2018)
using the provided scripts, with punctuation nor-
malization, tokenization, cleaning and truecasing
using standard Moses scripts.
Additionally, we removed from the training cor-
pus any sentence that contained strange characters,
defined as those lying outside the Latin UTF inter-
val (u0000-u20AC) plus the euro sign (e). This
allowed us to reduce the vocabulary size by elim-
inating unnecesary characters belonging to lan-
guages other than German or English that are not
required for the translation of online news.
2.2 Corpus filtering
In regard to data filtering, we aimed to filter
out noisy sentence pairs from the parallel cor-
pora. To this end, we trained two separate 9-
gram character-based language models (one for
German, one for English) on the newstest2014 de-
velopment set, based on which we computed the
perplexity for each sentence in the full WMT18
dataset (including ParaCrawl), in a manner sim-
ilar to the techniques described by Yasuda et al.
(2008), Foster et al. (2010) and Axelrod et al.
(2011). The software used was the SRI Language
Modelling Toolkit (Stolcke et al., 2011).
The idea was that the lower the perplexity
for a given sentence with respect to a reference
news test corpus, the lower the odds of this sen-
tence being noise (for the purpose of training a
German→English SMT system). At the same
time, this method could be considered to provide
some degree of domain adaptation, since we score
the sentences with respect to an in-domain refer-
ence corpus.
To produce the final score for each sentence
pair, we combined the perplexity scores (s, t) with
the geometric mean (
√
s · t). The geometric mean
of two character-based perplexities can be inter-
preted as the character-based perplexity of the
concatenation, assuming both sentences have the
same number of characters. This is usually not the
case exactly, but it is a good enough approxima-
tion. As the square root is a monotonic function, it
does not alter the order of the scores.
We then ranked all the sentence pairs in the
full WMT18 dataset according to their combined
perplexity score, and selected subsets of different
sizes, taking in each case the n lowest-scored (less
noisy) sentence pairs.
2.3 Synthetic source sentences
We augmented the WMT18 German↔English
parallel training dataset (while keeping it under
“constrained” conditions) with synthetic source
sentences generated from the provided target-
language monolingual corpora. To this end, we
followed the approach outlined by Sennrich et al.
(2016a).
In particular, we trained an English→German
NMT system based on our best system configu-
ration for German→English. Then, we used this
system to generate our synthetic source sentences
(German) from a subset of the WMT18 target-
language monolingual corpora (English), which
provided us with a significant amount of new sen-




We decided to build an NMT system based on the
Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017).
We opted for a pure NMT system due to the great
advances this technology has made in the field
of SMT over the last few years, which has led it
to outperform systematically the more traditional
PBMT systems and PBMT-NMT combinations, as
introduced in Section 1. In particular, the Trans-
former architecture, based on self-attention mech-
anisms, can provide state-of-the-art SMT results
while keeping training times relatively short. Re-
garding the software used, we used the Sockeye
NMT framework (Hieber et al., 2017).
We based our systems on the less complex
Transformer “base” configuration, which has sig-
nificantly fewer parameters than the “big” config-
uration (65M parameters in the former case, 213M
in the latter), and is thus much quicker to train (in
exchange for a relatively small decrease in trans-
lation quality, in the case of the experiments de-
scribed by Vaswani et al. (2017)). This was im-
portant in order to complete our experiments and
the final training of our primary system in time for
participation in this shared task. Thus, our models
use 6 self-attentive layers both on the encoder and
the decoder, with a model dimension of 512 units
and a feed-forward dimension of 2048 units.
During training, we applied 0.1 dropout and 0.1
label smoothing, the Adam optimization scheme
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) with β1 = 0.9, β2 =
0.999, and learning rate annealing: we set an ini-
tial learning rate of 0.0001, and scaled this by
a factor of 0.7 whenever the validation perplex-
ity did not improve in 8 consecutive checkpoints
(each checkpoint being equivalent to 2000 param-
eter updates). The system was trained with a
word-based batch size of 3000, and a maximum
sentence length of 75 tokens (subword units).
For our internal experiments, all systems were
trained after applying 20K BPE operations (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016b); but when building our fi-
nal submissions, we increased this amount to 40K
BPE operations (this will be detailed for each sys-
tem in Section 4.4).
The final system consists of an ensemble of 4 in-
dependent training runs of our best model, based
on a linear combination of the individual probabil-
ities.
4 Experimental evaluation
In this section, we outline our experimental setup
(Section 4.1); we report our experiments and re-
sults on corpus filtering (Section 4.2); we de-
tail our setup for parallel data augmentation with
synthetic source sentences (Section 4.3); and we
discuss our final German→English NMT system
evaluation and results (Section 4.4).
4.1 Experimental setup
For our experiments, we used newstest2015 as the
development set and newstest2017 as the test set.
We also report the results obtained with this year’s
newstest2018.
We evaluated our systems using the BLEU (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002) and TER (Snover et al., 2006)
measures, using mteval from the Moses SMT
toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) and tercom (Snover
et al., 2008), respectively. All reported scores are
according to the instructions on system output for-
matting provided by the WMT18 organization.
4.2 Results on corpus filtering
We show here the results obtained with the corpus
filtering techniques explained in Section 2.2.
Table 2 summarizes the results in translation
quality obtained with different subsets of the
WMT18 parallel dataset. We can see that us-
ing the full WMT18 parallel dataset (42M sen-
tence pairs), including the ParaCrawl corpus “as
is”, leads to a significant degradation in all met-
rics of quality compared to using the WMT18
dataset excluding ParaCrawl (6M sentence pairs;
our baseline system for system evaluations in Sec-
tion 4.4). Furthermore, we see that if we restrict
ourselves to an excessively small training dataset
(5M sentence pairs) using our filtering approach,
there is also a degradation in quality with respect
to using the unfiltered WMT18 dataset excluding
ParaCrawl (6M).
We can also see (focusing on the test set re-
sults, newstest2017) that our filtering approach
is effective at selecting useful training data from
ParaCrawl, in the fact that the filtered datasets with
sizes over the baseline’s 6M sentence pairs pro-
vide significant improvements in quality (even if
we limit ourselves to the small increase in size of
the 7.5M subset). At the other extreme, in our ex-
periments, going over 15M filtered sentence pairs
meant setting the threshold for noise too low, as
quality metrics degraded again.
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Table 2: Results of 9-gram character-based language model data filtering, by number of selected sentences
newstest2015 newstest2017 newstest2018
Subset (no. of parallel sentences) BLEU TER BLEU TER BLEU TER
Full WMT18 parallel dataset (42M) 20.6 71.1 21.3 70.2 26.2 64.2
Baseline: WMT18 minus ParaCrawl (6M) 31.1 55.4 32.0 54.8 39.1 46.3
Filtered corpus (5M) 30.3 56.3 31.4 55.5 38.7 46.5
Filtered corpus (7.5M) 32.8 54.0 33.7 56.5 41.5 44.5
Filtered corpus (10M) 33.0 53.7 34.5 52.9 42.2 43.7
Filtered corpus (15M) 33.4 53.2 34.3 52.7 42.2 43.6
As Table 2 shows, we obtained our best test set
results with the 10M and 15M subsets. As re-
sults were very similar in both cases, we consid-
ered that any possible improvements in quality ob-
tained from using the larger 15M subset were too
small to justify using it instead of the 33% smaller
10M subset (which has a significantly faster con-
vergence time for system training). Thus, the 10M
subset is the filtered training corpus we took as a
basis for the subsequent work described in Sec-
tions 4.3 and 4.4.
As a downside, this data filtering method based
on independent language models for each side of
a noisy parallel corpus has the caveat of not be-
ing able to detect sentence pairs where the source
and the target are valid sentences, but not actually
a translation of each other. To avoid this prob-
lem, it could be useful to combine into the filter-
ing method the score provided by a simple, quick
translation model (which should provide better
scores for the sentence pairs which are correctly
aligned translations). While we carried out some
preliminary experiments on filtering with this ap-
proach, we did not obtain conclusive improve-
ments in time for this shared task, so we left this
for future work.
We also left for future work further corpus fil-
tering experiments with other data selection ap-
proaches, such as using the cross-entropy differ-
ence (rather than just perplexity or cross entropy)
to score each sentence pair (Moore and Lewis,
2010), or the dynamic data selection method de-
scribed by van der Wees et al. (2017).
4.3 Synthetic source sentence setup
Here we detail how we augmented the WMT18
German↔English parallel training dataset, based
on the technique introduced in Section 2.3.
We created an English→German NMT system
using our best parameters for German→English
(as described in Section 3), and trained it
with the 10M-sentence filtered WMT18 parallel
dataset that had shown the best performance for
German→English (as described in Section 4.2).
For reference, the resulting English→German
NMT system obtained 27.4 BLEU on new-
stest2017. While improving this “inverse” system
with further experiments could result in better syn-
thetic training data (Sennrich et al., 2016a), we
settled on this configuration (which obtains rea-
sonable results with respect to the best WMT17
systems) in order to be in time for participation in
this shared task.
Then, using this system, we translated into
German a random sample of 20M English sen-
tences from News Crawl 2017 (the most recent
in-domain corpus among the provided WMT18
monolingual corpora). This provided us with 20M
sentence pairs of German→English in-domain
synthetic training data.
This augmented corpus was used for the final
systems the results of which are discussed in the
following Section 4.4.
4.4 Final system evaluation and results
We will now describe the most significant results
obtained with the German→English NMT models
we trained for WMT18 (based on the architecture
and parameters outlined in Section 3). These re-
sults are shown in Table 3.
Our baseline model was trained excluding the
ParaCrawl corpus from the training data, since us-
ing the full WMT18 corpus (with ParaCrawl) actu-
ally led to worse results (as we saw in Section 4.2).
As mentioned in Section 3, this system was trained
with 20K BPE operations (as is the case with the
next system we will describe).
Our first step to improve these baseline results
was filtering the full WMT18 corpus (including
ParaCrawl), as explained in Section 4.2. In Ta-
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Table 3: Results of German→English MT system evaluations
newstest2015 newstest2017 newstest2018
System BLEU TER BLEU TER BLEU TER
Baseline (WMT18 minus ParaCrawl, 6M pairs) 31.1 55.4 32.0 54.8 39.1 46.3
Filtered corpus (including ParaCrawl, 10M pairs) 33.0 53.7 34.5 52.9 42.2 43.7
+ Synthetic data (2*10M+20M pairs), 40K BPE 34.3 52.0 35.9 51.2 44.7 41.1
Ensemble (x4) 34.6 51.9 36.2 51.0 45.1 40.8
ble 3 we show the result obtained with a system
trained on our best filtered corpus. As we saw in
Section 4.2, the 10M filtered corpus provides an
improvement of 2.5 BLEU and 1.7 TER in the test
set over the baseline model. This shows how our
data-filtering approach has allowed us to extract
useful sentences from the noisy ParaCrawl corpus
and improve our system performance.
For our final systems, we added 20M synthetic
sentence pairs as described in Section 4.3, and we
oversampled the previous 10M filtered bilingual
training set by duplicating it, which gave us a final
training set with a total of 40M sentence pairs1.
We also increased the number of BPE operations
from 20K to 40K. A single system trained with
this configuration obtained 35.9 BLEU and 51.2
TER in the test set. This represents a significant
improvement of 1.4 BLEU and 1.7 TER over the
previous model, explained by a combination of the
additional sentence pairs and the increase in vo-
cabulary size.
As reference of the training times required,
training a system with this final configuration
took approx. 120 hours on a single-GPU system
(Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti)2.
Finally, our primary submission for WMT18
consists of an ensemble of 4 independent train-
ing runs with this final configuration, resulting in
36.2 BLEU and 51.0 TER in our test set, and 45.1
BLEU and 40.8 TER in newstest2018.
1Oversampling the 10M original training set was a mea-
sure intended to keep in check the weight of the compara-
tively large 20M synthetic training data. We left for future
work experimenting with different ratios of synthetic ver-
sus original data, such as 1:1 (Sennrich et al., 2016a; Fadaee
et al., 2017), as additional comparison terms to determine the
best performing configuration.
2While our systems were trained on single-GPU ma-
chines, multi-GPU system training with proportionally larger
batch sizes (larger than the 3000 words per batch we used,
as noted in Section 3) could deliver better translation quality
results (Vaswani et al., 2017). We left this for future work.
5 Conclusions
The MLLP group of the Universitat Politècnica de
València has participated in the German→English
WMT18 news translation shared task with an
ensemble of neural machine translation models
based on the Transformer architecture. Our mod-
els were trained using a filtered subset of the pro-
vided parallel training dataset, plus augmented
parallel data based on synthetic source sentences
generated from the provided monolingual corpora.
Our primary submission was an ensemble of four
independent training runs of our best model pa-
rameters.
Our results point to the usefulness of the Trans-
former NMT architecture to obtain highly com-
petitive SMT results with a relatively low compu-
tational cost (which can contribute to “democra-
tizing” access to state-of-the-art research in NMT
to a higher number of research groups, even those
with more modest computational equipment). We
have also shown the importance of adequate cor-
pus filtering to make the most of larger, noisier
parallel corpora, employing a simple approach to
filtering using character-based language models
that has resulted in significant improvements in
translation quality.
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